TFN Impact Report
Name of your Organisation:

Ranwo

Date of TFN event which you
pitched at?

14/12/17

Name of the project TFN funded:

Ranwo

Were you able to undertake your
project as you outlined in the
application?

Yes

Can you describe and/or
demonstrate the specific impact
that TFN funding has had against
your initial objectives?

The TFN funding has enabled the team and our beneficiaries to
undergo secretarial and PA training. This has equipped the Ranwo
organisation with the skills necessary to become qualified virtual
assistants for our prospective clients.
In addition, the funding helped Ranwo to employ our CEO on a fulltime basis for a season and enabled us to increase our staff size and
capacity to build the organisation's efficiency.

What portion of the project did
TFN fund?

100%

How many direct beneficiaries
did the TFN funded project
reach?

1

How many indirect beneficiaries
did the TFN funded project
reach?

3

Were you able to leverage
further funding as a result of TFN
support?

No

Did you receive any pro-bono
support, volunteer offers or
introductions as a result of the
event?

No

How important was TFN funding
in helping you achieve your
objectives?

We wouldn't have been able to achieve our objectives without TFN
funding

Has the training you received
from TFN better prepared you in
pitching your organisation to
potential funders?

Yes

Has TFN increased your capacity
to raise further funds?

Yes

Since presenting at TFN, has your
organisation undergone any
other significant changes?
The Funding Network
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Do you have any other
comments or feedback on the
experience of the TFN process?
Can you tell us any personal
stories to highlight the value of
the project?

The Funding Network

After interviewing over 12 single mothers, we decided to chose
Priscilla to be the first single mother we would work with to trial our
concept at Ranwo. We have now officially started training Priscilla to
build her skill set and capacity to become a virtual assistant. In
January 2019, we will officially employ her to be our first official
virtual assistant at Ranwo.
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